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Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. qetnabu

2. evtdruaen

3. aeraw

4. npati

5. tdiqnaeuae

6. eeixecprne

7. llhu

8. lcirec

9. nergye

10. iekynd

11. ttcnia

12. cpjederui

13. tifopr

14. mlvaibtnea

1. A fancy, formal dinner.

2. A journey or activity that is dangerous or 

exciting.

3. Knowing or careful of.

4. A mixture of liquid and pigments that is 

used to cover the surface of something.

5. Not enough; not good enough.

6. Everything done or lived through in a 

person's life.

7. The rigid frame and outer shell of a ship.

8. A closed curve made up of points that are 

all the same distance from a fixed center 

point.

9. The power or ability to make something 

work or be active.

10. One of a pair of organs in the body which 

remove water and waste products from 

the blood.

11. Staying complete, whole, or without 

damage; not changed or harmed.

12. An opinion that is formed without knowing 

or considering all the facts.

13. The amount of money made by a business 

that is more than the amount put in at the 

start or paid out as expenses.

14. Of feelings and emotions, conflicting; 

pulling in opposite directions.
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Jumbled Words

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Unscramble the words.

1. qetnabu banquet

2. evtdruaen adventure

3. aeraw aware

4. npati paint

5. tdiqnaeuae inadequate

6. eeixecprne experience

7. llhu hull

8. lcirec circle

9. nergye energy

10. iekynd kidney

11. ttcnia intact

12. cpjederui prejudice

13. tifopr profit

14. mlvaibtnea ambivalent

1. A fancy, formal dinner.

2. A journey or activity that is dangerous or 

exciting.

3. Knowing or careful of.

4. A mixture of liquid and pigments that is 

used to cover the surface of something.

5. Not enough; not good enough.

6. Everything done or lived through in a 

person's life.

7. The rigid frame and outer shell of a ship.

8. A closed curve made up of points that are 

all the same distance from a fixed center 

point.

9. The power or ability to make something 

work or be active.

10. One of a pair of organs in the body which 

remove water and waste products from 

the blood.

11. Staying complete, whole, or without 

damage; not changed or harmed.

12. An opinion that is formed without knowing 

or considering all the facts.

13. The amount of money made by a business 

that is more than the amount put in at the 

start or paid out as expenses.

14. Of feelings and emotions, conflicting; 

pulling in opposite directions.


